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2 of 2 review helpful There Are None So Blind As Those Who Will Not Feel By propertius This book is part of a 
proposed trilogy which unfortunately the author never completed and as such it is almost necessary to read the first 
part The Fox In The Attic to truly appreciate this second part This is an epic work in the classical sense It tells the 
stories of such diverse characters as the patrician Augustine and his love The Wooden Shepherdess is the sequel to 
The Fox in the Attic and the second volume of Richard Hughes s monumental historical fiction The Human 
Predicament It opens with Hughes s hero Augustine in prohibition era America where he is a bemused onlooker and 
an increasingly fascinated participant in a country intoxicated with sex violence and booze In brilliant cinematic style 
the book then moves to Germany where the Nazi Party is gradually gaining i The two volumes we already have of 
ldquo The Human Predicament rdquo The Fox in the Attic nbsp The Wooden Sheperdess are in themselves enough to 
make the novel a major and unique contribution to the century rsquo s fiction mdash Walter Al 
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